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Abstract The EUROfusion activities on the technological exploitation of deuterium–tritium (DT) operation at JET (started within
the work package JET3 and continued under PrIO) were established to maximize the scientific and technological return of DTE2
campaign occurred in the second part of 2021. In particular, the aim of the NEXP sub-project was to take advantage of the expected
significant neutron production during DTE2 to validate the numerical tools used for neutron streaming and shutdown dose rate (SDR)
calculation for ITER through the comparison between numerical predictions and measurements. In the frame of SDR activity, a
dosimetry system to measure the dose rate and based on some ionization chambers (ICs) was installed in the torus hall and upgraded
both hardware and software since 2015 by exploiting the previous DD and TT campaigns. Two spherical 1-L air-vented ICs had been
installed in some ex-vessel positions close to the horizontal ports of the tokamak in octants 1 and 2 and a third IC, suitable for higher
dose rates, was then added in octant 1. As for SDR calculation, numerical tools employed rely on MCNP code for radiation transport
and in this regard the MCNP model has been updated to include the last detector installed in octant 1. The present work is dedicated to
the analysis of dose rate measurements carried out during DTE2 in the inter-pulse periods and at the shutdown. Influence quantities
and error sources are analyzed to calculate the dose rate from raw signal and experimental uncertainty. Some experimental points
are chosen and employed for a preliminary comparison with numerical predictions obtained from three-dimensional simulations
with Advanced D1S tool. The results are presented and discussed with the major objective to contribute to the optimization of the
planned SDR code validation.

1 Introduction

Since the first high fusion power deuterium–tritium (DT) campaign at JET in 1997 (DTE1), significant enhancements have been
applied to the tokamak in preparation of the subsequent DTE2 campaign occurred at the end of 2021 [1]. Over the years, the nuclear
technology program at JET has been carried out mainly with the aim of maximizing the scientific return from the high neutron
budget of DTE2 and it has benefited from the relevant neutron yield of deuterium–deuterium (DD) campaigns occurred in 2016,
2019, 2020 and from lessons learned during less intense tritium–tritium (TT) campaigns.

The technological exploitation of DTE2 campaign at JET, started with EUROfusion work package (WP) JET3 [2, 3] and continued
under WP PrIO (Preparation of ITER operation) through NEXP subproject [4, 5], intended to take advantage of the significant neutron
production to validate numerical tools used for the assessment of neutron streaming and shutdown dose rate (SDR) under operating
conditions of relevance for ITER. In particular, the assessment of dose rate due to the decay gamma radiation field produced by
neutron activation of surrounding materials is of paramount importance in ITER for planning its operation and maintenance in
compliance with radiation exposure limits of workers. It follows that the accuracy of the numerical tools employed for SDR need
proper assessment. Two methodologies have been followed for the development of SDR computer tools, which couple a radiation
transport code (e.g., MCNP5 [6]) and an inventory code for assessing neutron activation of materials (e.g., FISPACT [7]), i.e., the so
called Direct one step method (D1S) [8, 9] which brought, among the others, to Advanced D1S [10, 11], and the so called Rigorous
2-step (R2S) approach [12].

In this regard, a dosimetry system to measure the dose rate in the inter-pulse intervals across the experimental campaigns and at
the shutdown, based on some ionization chambers (ICs), was installed in the torus hall and upgraded both hardware and software
since 2015 by exploiting the DD and TT campaigns [13–16], since the 2016 DD campaign (C36).

See the author list of “Overview of T and D-T results in JET with ITER-like wall” by CF Maggi et al. to be published in Nuclear Fusion Special Issue:
Overview and Summary Papers from the 29th Fusion Energy Conference (London, UK, 16-21 October 2023).
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Table 1 JET campaigns since
2016 (neutron yields are
calculated from the JET neutron
monitor KN1 data)

JET campaign Start date End date Total N yield Max N yield per pulse

C36a (DD) 04/01/2016 27/06/2016 7.63E+18 5.01 E+16

C36b (DD) 10/10/2016 15/11/2016 1.13E+19 1.26E+17

C38a (DD) 03/06/2019 20/12/2019 3.69E+19 1.47E+17

C38b (DD) 17/02/2020 23/03/2020 1.49E+19 2.14E+17

C38c (DD) 06/07/2020 26/09/2020 1.66E+19 1.92E+17

C39T (TT) 07/12/2020 18/12/2020 6.08E+15 1.60E+15

C40 (TT) 04/01/2021 31/07/2021 8.52E+18 1.46E+17

C41 (DT, a.k.a. DTE2) 08/08/2021 21/12/2021 8.48E+20 2.09E+19

C40 (T-Post DT) 17/01/2022 04/03/2022 2.48E+18 2.13E+17

C42 (D – T removal) 07/03/2022 26/08/2022 8.25E+18 1.80E+17

C43 (Helium) 01/09/2022 07/11/2022 9.74E+14 3.46E+14

C44 (Deuterium) 08/11/2022 16/12/2022 4.02E+18 1.01E+17

As a reference, Table 1 lists the JET experimental campaigns since 2016, including total and maximum neutron yield per pulse
(neutron yields are elaborated by the authors from the JET neutron monitor KN1 data, DTE2 data are in bold).

The DTE2 campaign, occurred in the period August-December 2021, achieved a new record in terms of energy produced in a
single fusion plasma pulse (i.e., 59 MJ, more than doubling the previous one obtained during DTE1) and addressed several important
physics and technological open points. From the nuclear technology standpoint, the relevance of this campaign is in the significant
total 14-MeV neutron yield of about 8.5×1020 reached in an ITER-relevant machine as JET, with a maximum daily yield of about
1.0×1020 on the last day of the campaign.

For the reasons mentioned above, the experimental data collected by ionization chambers (and other detectors within the same
work program) during DTE2 represent a unique opportunity to refine and validate the numerical tools for ITER nuclear analysis,
through the comparison between numerical predictions and measurements (C/E). Measurements and SDR predictions are compared
in terms of air kerma rate, which is equivalent to absorbed dose rate in air as long as the condition of charged particle equilibrium
holds [17].

The present work is dedicated to the measurement of SDR across DTE2 in the inter-pulse intervals and at the shutdown. Influence
quantities affecting SDR measurements and error sources are analyzed to calculate the dose rate from raw signal and experimental
uncertainty. Some experimental data are then selected for a preliminary comparison with numerical predictions obtained by Advanced
D1S, based on MCNP5 and FISPACT codes. The input preparation phase mainly consisted in the update of the MCNP geometry
model of JET octant 1 (the third detector, i.e., the small IC in octant 1 was included in it, together with a new set of activation
foils located on the same shelf) and the neutron irradiation history for FISPACT made from the neutron emissivity data from KN1
through a dedicated computer routine. Results are presented and discussed with the major objective to contribute to the optimization
of the planned benchmark of the main SDR tools employed in neutronics for fusion.

The manuscript is organized as follows: Sect. 2 gives an overview of the experimental setup (both hardware and software); Sect. 3
is dedicated to the measurements (from the calibration of dosimeters and raw signal elaboration to the uncertainty analysis); Sect. 4
reports about preliminary numerical predictions, including the input preparation for the radiation transport and neutron activation
simulations and the comparison with SDR measurement at some selected cooling times. Conclusions and future work are given in
Sect. 5.

2 Experimental setup

The measuring equipment selected for the SDR experiment consists of three active dosimeters calibrated in terms of air kerma and
based on three air-vented spherical ionization chambers (ICs) designed for radiation protection. Two of the three ICs are 140 mm
diameter, with a sensitive volume of 1000 cm3, model 32,002 produced by PTW [17]. They are installed on the side port of octant
1 close to the Radial Neutron Camera (labeled IC Oct1 big) and in octant 2 on top of the ITER-like Antenna (labeled IC Oct2 big).
The third IC (labeled IC Oct1 small) is 44 mm diameter, sensitive volume of 30 cm3, PTW model 32,005 [18] located in octant 1
on the same shelf as IC Oct1 big and with a lower response (about 1/40 w.r.t. to the latter) and for this more suitable for higher dose
rate level (compared to the intensity measured during DD campaigns) as expected during DTE2 campaign. Such ICs were selected
for their characteristics of excellent reproducibility, long-term stability of the sensitive volume and flat energy response in terms
of air kerma, which is essential in this application, considering the complexity of the gamma radiation field at JET as well as low
neutron activation. The spherical construction ensures a nearly uniform response to gamma radiation from every direction.

The layout of the experimental assembly and data handling is shown in Fig. 1. The ICs are operated in current mode and the
ionization current (produced by the interaction of air with gamma radiation field) is analyzed by three suitable electrometers, one
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Fig. 1 Layout of the experimental assembly and data handling

Fig. 2 Scheme of the software for dosimeter control, data acquisition and data sharing with CODAS

for each dosimeter. The electrometers, model PTW UNIDOS [18], are equipped with an Ethernet interface employed to connect
them to the computer. Both are located in the cubicles’hall (J1D). A low noise connection between IC in the torus hall (J1T) and
electrometer is made through triaxial cables, approximately 100 m long, designed for precise current measurements (down to fA)
and with a low leakage caused by irradiation. They provide insulated potentials for the measuring signal, the guard electrode, and
high voltage to ICs (400 V).

The PC in J1D controls the measuring assembly and data acquisition by means of a piece of software developed by ENEA for
the specific application. Such a piece of software allows the remote control of electrometer through a TCP/IP connection, data
handling and storage and it manages a single dosimeter. It gives also a complete instrument reading and some information related to
the communication with the electrometer. The recorded data is sent once a day to the JET server named catsserver as backup. The
system is also manageable from remote through network tunneling.

The scheme in Fig. 2 shows how data is shared with CODAS (Control and Data Acquisition System). IC1.exe, IC2.exe and
IC3.exe execute the same piece of software earlier mentioned, one for each detector. A fourth piece of software (codas.exe) writes
the dose rate data into an exchange file accessible to JetFsmExt.exe, i.e., the application provided by JET CODAS (Control and
Data Acquisition System) that allows non-integrated software to access the JetFsm infrastructure in a file-based manner. A real-time
copy of SDR data is sent consistently to CODAS via HTTP protocol and made available in the Continuous Data Recording System
(CGRT) on Solaris data store. A dedicated mimic is also available as virtual instrument reading as shown in the same figure.
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Table 2 Air kerma calibration
coefficient of the three dosimeters

IC Radiation quality Nkair (Gy/C)

IC Oct1 small X-ray tube (40,150,300 keV) 1.112×106 (U � 3.73%)

Am (59 keV)

Cs (662 keV)

Co (1253 keV)

IC Oct1 big X-ray tube (40,150,300 keV) 2.451×104 (U � 4.08%)

Am (59 keV)

Cs (662 keV)

Co (1253 keV)

IC Oct2 big Co (1253 keV) 2.504×104 (U � 2.50%)

3 Measurements

To obtain air kerma rate, ionization current I(t) measured by electrometers is integrated over a time interval �t for calculating the
collected charge Q(�t). The average value of the charge collected in the ionization chamber per unit of time (Q/�t) is the raw
measurement (Mraw). In order to have a good statistics for the calculation of the average value of the charge collected per unit of
time, �t was set equal to 30 s during the campaign and, contrary to what was done in the past (when we used to increase time interval
up to 600 s at the end of campaigns), it was kept the same also after the end of DTE2 as the ionization current was sufficiently high
to limit statistical fluctuation in the measurement of Q/�t.

Air kerma rate is calculated following the formalism of dosimetric protocols [19, 20] through the formula below (1), where NK
cal

is the calibration coefficient to convert the corrected instrument reading Mcorr (see Sect. 3.2) into air kerma rate. kQ,Q0 is a factor to
account for the difference in beam qualities during calibration (Q0) with respect to the measured radiation field (Q).

K̇air � N cal
K · Mcorr · kQ,Q0 (1)

Considering the peculiarity of SDR experiment, where a radiation field with a broad energy spectrum is measured (while protocols
essentially refer to mono-energetic beams), kQ,Q0 is not directly applicable. The energy dependency of the dosimeter response was
assessed in a different manner as explained in the following.

3.1 Calibration

The two dosimetry systems in octant 1 were calibrated at ENEA-INMRI [21] in terms of air kerma, using the selected X and gamma
reference beam qualities at low doses (the range of interest is < 40 mSv/h) and according to ISO guidelines [22]. Radiation qualities
employed were filtered X-rays produced with an accelerated electron beam (at 40, 150, 300 keV), and gamma-emitters Am241,
Cs137, and Co60. A calibration certificate was also provided by the manufacturer (PTW) for Co60 for all the dosimeters and the
calibration of the one in octant 2 relies only on this.

Table 2 reports radiation qualities employed for the calibrations and average photon energy. The calibration coefficients are
reported together with expanded measurement uncertainty U (coverage factork � 2, which gives a level of confidence of approxi-
mately 95%).

As earlier mentioned, the gamma radiation field at JET has a complex and broad-energy spectrum and the energy dependence
of the dosimeters must be accounted. The calibration coefficient of dosimeters in octant 1 being the weighted average of the values
measured at the different radiation qualities [13] (weights are the inverse square of the associated uncertainties) within the energy
range 40–1253 keV accounts also for the energy dependency of the dosimeter response, while the calibration of dosimeter in octant
2 does not include energy dependency as it relies on a single radiation quality. This will be accounted in the uncertainty budget of
such dosimeter by including the energy dependency as calculated by the manufacturer as a separate source of uncertainty.

3.2 Influence quantities

The assessment of influence quantities affecting dosimetric measurements and the mitigation of their effects to a negligible level is
based on some codes of practice (e.g., see [19, 20]). The instrument reading indicated asMraw is the raw measurement to be corrected,
which in our case is the charge collected per unit of time (Q/�t). A number of correction factors applies to this value to account for
variations from the reference calibration conditions and to limit the effect of influence quantities. The following correction factors
are considered for the calculation of the corrected instrument reading Mcorr:

Mcorr � Mraw · kTP · kh · ksat · kstab · klin · kleak · krot · koxygen (2)
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These factors are discussed in the following. Uncertainty related to the application of such corrections, is neglected if its (expanded)
value is < 0.1%.

3.2.1 Air temperature and pressure (kTP)

ICs are air-vented and therefore sensitive to the air condition in the torus hall where they are located. The ionization current produced
in the spherical sensitive volume of ICs is proportional to the mass of air and, to account for air density variation with respect to
reference standard conditions during calibration (i.e., temperature T0 � 293.15 K and pressure P0 � 1013 hPa), the correction factor
kTP is applied. Assuming that ideal gas law holds for the ambient air, it takes the following form:

kTP � P0

T0

TIC

PIC
(3)

The role of relative humidity in air density variation is considered negligible. The calculation of kTP has required monitoring
temperature (T IC) and pressure (PIC) during the experimental campaign. No dedicated instruments have been provided for measuring
air temperature and pressure near the two dosimeters in the JET torus hall and the only measurement of temperature available for
air density correction (THVAC) comes from the ventilation system (HVAC) of the torus hall, whose diagnostics are integrated in
CODAS system. Considering the proximity of ICs to the tokamak, whose in-vessel components during operations are warmed up to
about 300 °C, and that the thermometer of HVAC system is located far from it, the temperature of air inside IC cavity is estimated
as THVAC + 5 K, within a uniform distribution limited by T IC ±5 K. This means a relative expanded uncertainty for T IC of 1.7%,
considering the range 292–303 K. Air pressure PIC comes from a baratron close to the High Voltage tower of neutral injectors
(NBIs) in octant 8. The expanded uncertainty related to this estimation is conservatively evaluated as±10 hPa (1.0% of PIC) with a
uniform distribution. Air temperature and pressure are recorded in the CODAS CGRT data store every 30 s and 180 s, respectively,
and the values at the times of dose measurement are calculated with linear interpolation. Errors associated to the assumption of
linear variation of these quantities in such time intervals are considered negligible. The correction due to air density variation during
measurements is in the range 0.97–1.07.

3.2.2 Humidity (kh)

Humidity influences air density, the average energy for producing an ion pair and the mass stopping power for electrons, which
in turn affect the instrument reading [23]. The variation of the three quantities usually compensates each other so that the overall
effect is smaller. The error introduced by ignoring variations in relative humidity (RH) in the range 20 to 80%, is within±0.15% of
the reading [20]. RH is calculated from dew temperature (Tdew) records available from CODAS (HVAC system), by applying the
Magnus formula [24]. Accounting for the uncertainties introduced in the calculation of relative humidity by the Magnus formula
(about 0.1%) and even more by the T IC value (about 10%), RH is in the range 17–65%, and the above-mentioned error of±0.15%
is reasonably applicable. For this, no correction is applied to Mraw, i.e., kh � 1 and the (expanded) uncertainty is±0.15% (uniform
distribution).

3.2.3 Ion recombination (ksat)

A fraction of charges produced by the radiation field recombines before being collected and measured thus inducing a loss of
signal. Since during the calibration of dosimeters at ENEA-INMRI [21] the instrument reading was corrected for considering ion
recombination, which means that the calibration coefficientNK

cal applies to the instrument reading incremented for the recombination
loss, the same correction coefficient is applied before converting the signal into air-kerma. Such correction is about 0.1–0.2% and
the uncertainty on applying this correction is neglected.

3.2.4 Stability (kstab), linearity (klin), leakage current (kleak)

The time stability measured by the variation of the dosimeter response to the same identical radiation field in the course of time is
taken as±1% for the ionization chambers and±0.1% for the electrometer [18]. Such uncertainties are from manual and supported
by the results of the calibration check performed in November 2019 both in octants 1 and 2. So, to account for the non-perfect
long-term stability, no correction is applied (kstab � 1) and the mentioned uncertainties with uniform distribution accounted.

No correction is applied also for the non-perfect linearity of the instrument (klin � 1) and this, according to the manufacturer,
brings to a maximum error of±0.25%, considered in the uncertainty budget.

As for the leakage current due to the high voltage applied inside the ionization chambers and in the cable, it is usually < 0.1% of
the signal I(t). Before starting dose rate measurements, the average value of ionization current due to the background radiation in the
torus hall (Ibkg), which also includes leakage current, has been measured and then subtracted fromI(t) during SDR measurements.
For this reason, under the hypothesis of constant leakage current, such effect has already been removed fromMraw and no correction
factor is needed. Uncertainty on this correction is reasonably supposed to be < 0.1% and it has been neglected.
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Fig. 3 Relative standard deviation
of the signal (% of the mean
value) as a function of the air
kerma as oxygen concentration in
the air inside the glass box varies
from 14 to 21%

3.2.5 Direction of radiation field (krot)

The reference radiation field under which dosimeters were calibrated is perpendicular to their longitudinal axis while at JET they are
exposed to a complex gamma radiation field made of several gamma sources and impinging dosimeters from many directions. The
experimental assessment of a correction factor for the field geometry would be extremely difficult and, in lack of its measurement,
no correction is applied (krot � 1) and the variation of the dosimeter response due to the angular dependence is accounted in the
uncertainty budget. Such dependence is±3% (for the small IC) and±5% (for the big ICs) for tilting the longitudinal axis with
respect to the perpendicular field and±0.5% for rotation around the same axis for all ICs.

3.2.6 Oxygen concentration into the air (koxygen)

When JET is fueled with tritium, as a preventative measure for fire suppression, the concentration of oxygen (O2) in the air inside the
torus hall is reduced to about 15% by increasing the content of nitrogen (N2). This has an impact on the charge creation due to the
ionization of air and their collection inside the detectors. As the variation of air composition in ICs is uncommon and no studies were
found in the literature, a dedicated experiment was performed at ENEA Frascati with the big IC now installed at JET in octant 2, as
reported in [16] and here recalled for the sake of completeness of the analysis. An oxygen-deficient atmosphere was created inside
a glass box by inflating N2. In the same box the IC and a gamma source were installed. The O2 concentration was varied at a rate
sufficiently slow (i.e., about 1% of variation in 30 min) with respect to the stabilization time of the IC (about 15 min), to guarantee an
equilibrium condition before reading the signal. Correction for air pressure and temperature inside the box were applied to exclude
their influence. Co60 and AmBe gamma sources were employed to expose the IC to air kerma rate of about 5 µGy/h and 3.4 mGy/h,
respectively. The sensitivity of IC was measured as a function of the O2 concentration and of the dose cumulated by means of the
two radiation sources and by varying the integration time �t from 300 to 4500 s. The main outcome of the experiment is shown
in Fig. 3, where the signal variation (represented by the relative standard deviation of the charge) measured by the dosimeter as a
function of the air kerma and, at each air kerma value, as the O2 concentration varies from 14 to 21%, is plotted. The influence of
O2 concentration on the signal variation is≤1.4% for air kerma > 5 mGy.

In the torus hall the O2 concentration is monitored by 4 sensors around the tokamak. It has been decided not to apply an online
correction based on these measurements (i.e., Koxygen � 1) but only to check the limits of oxygen variation and then to apply the
uncertainty of 1.4%, applicable as long as the air kerma > 5 mGy.

3.3 Experimental uncertainty and PDF

The overall uncertainty on SDR measurements is obtained by applying the error propagation formula to the expression of air kerma
rate, according to the ISO GUM recommendations for the calculation of measurement uncertainty [25]. Considering the simple
multiplicative form of the expression of air kerma rate and the absence of correlation of input quantities, the relative uncertainty of
air kerma rate can be written as the root of the sum of squared relative standard deviation of the input quantities:

uK̇ air

K̇air
�

√
√
√
√

N
∑

i�1

u2(xi )

x2
i

(4)
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Table 3 Sources of uncertainty and overall experimental uncertainty (in bold) in the measurement of air kerma rate with dosimeters based on IC Oct 1 small,
IC Oct 1 big, IC Oct2 big

Source of
uncertainty

Correction factor Expanded
uncertainty (%)

PDF Type of uncertainty Confidence level % Coverage factor u(xi)/xi (%)

Temperature KTP 1.70 Rect A 100 1.73 0.98

Pressure KTP 1.00 Rect A 100 1.73 0.58

Humidity Kh 0.15 Rect B 100 1.73 0.09

Ion recombination Ksat Neglected – – – – –

Stability (IC) Kstab 1.00 Rect B 100 1.73 0.58

Stability
(electrometer)

Kstab 0.10 Rect B 100 1.73 0.06

Linearity K lin 0.25 Rect B 100 1.73 0.14

Leakage current K leak Neglected – – – – –

Tilting K rot 3.00/5.00/5.00 Rect B 100 1.73 1.73/2.89/2.89

Rotation K rot 0.50 Rect B 100 1.73 0.29

Oxygen Koxygen 1.40 Rect B 100 1.73 0.81

Resolution (Q) – 0.50 Rect B 100 1.73 0.29

Repeatability – 0.25 Norm B 68 1.00 0.25

Energy dependency – – /– / 4.00 Rect B 100 1.73 – /– / 2.31

Calibration factor Nkcal 3.73/4.08/2.50 Norm A 95 2.00 1.87/2.04/1.25

Experimental
Uncertainty

66/64/66 1.00 3.0/3.9/4.2

where uKair is the variance of air kerma rate and xi is the generic input quantity with variance u2(xi). Sources of uncertainty in the
measurement of air kerma rate with dosimeters based on IC Oct 1 small, IC Oct 1 big, IC Oct2 big are listed in Table 3, including
probability distribution functions (PDF), type of uncertainty (type A is based on a statistical analysis of repeated observations, type
B includes essentially scientific judgment and manufacturer’s specifications), confidence level, coverage factor, relative standard
deviation. In addition to uncertainties on the application of correction factors to the instrument reading as described in Sect. 3.2,
digital resolution of the electrometer, repeatability, energy dependency (applied only to dosimeter in octant 2 as for the dosimenters
in octant 1 the energy dependency was measured considered in their calibration explained in Sect. 3.1) and uncertainty on the
calibration are also listed and included in the uncertainty budget. The resulting experimental uncertainty is given as well (in bold,
last row).

The experimental uncertainty of air kerma rate (expressed as the relative standard deviation) measured with the three dosimeters
based on IC Oct1 small, IC Oct1 big and IC Oct2 big, is 3.0%, 3.9% and 4.2%, respectively. The PDF of air kerma rate was assessed
through Monte Carlo sampling with a dedicated computer routine. Random number generators implemented are compliant with
the guidelines for propagation of distributions included in the supplement of the ISO GUM [26] and are taken from [27]. Despite
some relevant sources of uncertainty are not Gaussian, in all the three cases the resulting PDF is close to a Gaussian, the confidence
probability associated to the standard deviation being equal to 66, 64 and 66%, respectively.

The largest source of uncertainty is the one associated to the radiation field direction (tilting angle). Calibration factor is the
second most relevant for dosimeters in octant 1, while in octant 2, energy dependency has a more relevant weight than calibration
in determining the overall experimental uncertainty.

3.4 SDR measurement during DTE2

DTE2 was carried out at JET from the beginning of August to December 21st, 2021, with the highest performance in terms of
sustained fusion energy and consequent neutron production occurred in the last day of the campaign, when more than 1×1020

neutrons, i.e., 12% of the total neutron budget of the campaign, were produced. In the same day, the highest neutron yield per pulse
(> 2×1019) was achieved during two plasma discharges.

Air kerma rate was measured in octants 1 and 2 across the campaign (inter-pulse periods) and after shutdown uninterruptedly,
exception done for the IC in octant 2 which, after the first week of December, was turned off for some technical issues unrelated
to the dosimeter itself but to the cubicle housing the electrometers. It was restarted after DTE2 in the second part of January 2022.
Measurements for the periods November 2021 and December 2021-January 2022 are shown in the lower plots of Fig. 4a, b Green,
blue and red lines are the air kerma rate as measured by IC Oct1 small, IC Oct1 big and IC Oct2 big, respectively, while the circles
represent the calculated dosimeters’ response for some selected cooling times, as discussed in Sect. 4. The neutron yield of each
pulse is shown in the upper plots of the same figures, calculated as the time integral of the neutron emissivity measured by the JET
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Fig. 4 Neutron yield per pulse (top) and air kerma rate in µGy/h (bottom) in November 2021 (a) and December 2021- January 2023 (b) during DTE2
campaign at JET and after shutdown as measured by the three dosimeters in octant 1 (IC Oct1 small, IC Oct1 big) and octant 2 (IC Oct2 big). Circles
represent the preliminary results of Advanced D1S (cf. Section 4) for the selected cooling times as indicated by the labels

neutron monitor KN1. During the neutron emission the dosimeters reach the electric current limit of the selected measuring range.
This does not represent a concern as dosimeters are not calibrated to measure the dose due to neutrons and there is not interest in
following the signal peak produced during the plasma discharges which also represent a transient for the ICs, their stabilization time
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Table 4 Some experimental days
of interest for SDR tool
benchmark and measurement
range after the last pulse of the day

Day Cooling time range SDR range

Octant 1 Octant 2

IC Oct1 small IC Oct1 big IC Oct2 big

October 2nd 3 h–5 days 1 mGy/h–95 µGy/h 1 mGy/h–139 µGy/h 209–6 µGy/h

November 6th 3 h–14 days 3 mGy/h–137 µGy/h 3 mGy/h–185 µGy/h 658–5 µGy/h

December 21st 3 h–1 month 8 mGy/h–387 µGy/h 7 mGy/h–470 µGy/h –

being much longer than neutron emission. SDR measurements considered in this experiment must be sufficiently far in time from
plasma pulses to avoid the influence of activation of the air inside the chamber on the measurement of the radiation field induced by
neutron activation.

In octant 1, the big IC measures a higher dose rate compared to the smaller one and this can be explained as the first is more
exposed to the opening of equatorial port so to the radiation field from the inner component of the plasma chamber.

As the scope of these measurements is to provide experimental data for code benchmarking of SDR tool, methodologies and
nuclear data employed for assessing SDR in ITER, the range of dose measured is of paramount relevance. In particular, the intervals
measured in octant 1, i.e., about 100 µGy/h to 20 mGy/h, and in octant 2, i.e., about 4 µGy/h to about 1 mGy/h, are relevant both
for ITER interspaces and port cells SDR analyses.

From the set of measurements produced, some specific points are being selected for the benchmark campaign. Some days of
interest are listed in Table 4, including the cooling time range considered after the last pulse of the day and the dose rate range
measured, both in octant 1 and 2. Several measurement points from 3 h to 5 days after last pulse of October 2nd are available. Dose
rate range in octant 1 is from 1 mGy/h after 3 h, to about 0.1 mGy/h after 5 days. In octant 2 the range is from 0.2 mGy/h (after
3 h) to 6 µGy/h (after 5 days). The long inter-pulse period, about 14 days, after the last week of November is relevant as well. In
particular, after plasma pulses of November 6th and before the next experimental day, dose rate ranges in octant 1 from 3 mGy/h
(after 3 h) to 0.14 mGy/h (after 14 days). Then, the final shutdown after the high fusion power pulses of the last day of the campaign,
December 21st, offers interesting measurement points for the benchmark. Dose rate varies approximately from 8 mGy/h (3 h after
shutdown) to 0.5 mGy/h (after 14 days) in octant 1. After about 1 month, dose rate level in octant 1 is still considerably high as
about 0.4 mGy/h.

4 Input preparation and some preliminary numerical predictions

Advanced D1S is one of the SDR tools involved in the benchmark against DTE2 measurements. Based on the D1S approach and
developed by ENEA [10, 11], it relies on a single computer simulation which couples neutron and decay gamma transport. It is based
on a modified version of the MCNP5 with specially tailored nuclear cross-section data for transport and FISPACT for temporal
behaviour. It has been validated through previous measurements at JET [11] and comparison with R2S codes and it has also been
extensively used for the analysis of other relevant fusion projects (ITER, DEMO and DTT). For the present benchmark, an improved
version, i.e., Advanced-D1S Dynamic [28, 29], with further features aimed at extending applications and at improving its versatility
was employed. Further details are available in [29].

The main input data required by SDR tools for the DTE2 benchmark campaign, i.e., the MCNP model and the JET neutron
irradiation history for the inventory code, were updated and produced, respectively, as detailed in the following.

Some preliminary SDR predictions by Advanced D1S have been then compared against experimental measurements with the
major objective to contribute to the selection of relevant measurement points for the benchmark of the main SDR tools employed
for nuclear analyzes and to test as well the inputs for MCNP and FISPACT.

The neutron transport simulations were performed with MCNP5 using the 45° geometrical models of octants 1 and 2 [30].
Material description includes impurities based on available chemical certificates and the reflective boundary condition on the lateral
sides of the models is applied to simulate full 3D transport. FENDL 3.1d [31] nuclear libraries are used. The model of octant 1 has
been updated to include the new configuration of the shelf housing the two ICs and a new set of activation foils. A 3D CAD drawing
(step file) was created from a 3D scan of the shelf. The inner structure of detectors, known from technical drawings made available
by the manufacturer PTW, was implemented in the CAD file with the use of Space Claim [32]. The CAD was then defeatured in the
same modeling environment and then converted into MCNP geometry with Super MC [33] and integrated into the overall MCNP
model of JET octant 1. In Fig. 5, the geometry model of octant 1 is shown with the magnification of the shelf housing the detectors,
as after defeaturing and removing irrelevant details. In between the two detectors, the activation foil holder for passive measurement
of neutron fluence [34] was placed.

As for the activation calculation, for past DD experiments, the entire JET neutron irradiation history was used to calculate the
activation level of the components of the machine at the time of the experiment. In case of DTE2, the contribution to material activation
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Fig. 5 Geometry model of JET
octant 1 as updated for DTE2
campaign

Fig. 6 Emission rate during a JET pulse as measured by KN1 on the left and piece of irradiation hystory in the FISPACT syntax on the right

coming from earlier campaigns is considered much less relevant and for this reason omitted in this preliminary assessment. Moreover,
even the contribution coming from DD neutrons during DTE2 is neglected. The irradiation of JET across DTE2 is conveniently
divided into some equivalent irradiation periods with a constant neutron emission rate averaged over their time duration, i.e., day-
by-day irradiation periods from the beginning of the campaign up to two days before the end of the campaign and pulse-by-pulse
neutron emission during the last two days. A dedicated computer routine was employed to create the irradiation history from the
neutron emission rate measured by the JET neuton monitor KN1 across each plasma pulse of the campaign. The neutron yield of
each pulse is calculated through integration of emission rate of each pulse. Pulses are then grouped to form the equivalent irradiation
periods with a convenient temporal resolution. As an example, in Fig. 6, neutron emission rate is shown for a generic pulse and on
the right a piece of irradiation hystory in the FISPACT syntax as produced by the computer routine.

Two irradiation histories are created to simulate the neutron activation at the end of plasma operation on November 6th and at
the end of the DTE2 campaign on December 21th. Some short cooling times are selected for the comparison (3 and 12 h) and some
longer time intervals (1, 7 and 12 days) from the end of neutron emission of the day. In addition, SDR is calculated at the locations
of the ICs in octant 1 even after 29 days. In this case, the low intensity pulses occurred in the second part of January 2022, see upper
plot of Fig. 4b, are discarded in the neutron activation calculation since considered negligible. SDR predictions and their ratio to
the experimental values (C/E) are reported in Table 5. Uncertainty on C/E accounts for the experimental uncertainty on the SDR
measurement, statistical error on the calculation and the uncertainty on the measurement of the neutron yield from KN1.
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Table 5 Preliminary SDR
calculations (C) with advanced
D1S and comparison against
measurements (E) as C/E ratio

Cooling time IC Oct1 small IC Oct1 big IC Oct2 big

SDR (µGy/h) C/E SDR (µGy/h) C/E SDR (µGy/h) C/E

Nov 6th 2021

3 h 3146.9 0.94±0.16 2830.9 0.96±0.11 459.0 0.70±0.08

12 h 1129.4 1.22±0.29 1049.8 1.25±0.15 87.1 0.57±0.07

1d 686.5 1.35±0.32 685.2 1.37±0.17 32.8 0.48±0.07

7d 228.0 1.47±0.24 269.0 1.31±0.15 3.8 0.59±0.08

12d 212.0 1.52±0.25 247.8 1.31±0.15 4.3 0.68±0.10

Dec 21st 2021

3 h 7472.1 0.97±0.18 6789.8 1.02±0.12 1001.5 –

12 h 3398.1 1.26±0.30 3236.9 1.36±0.17 255.1 –

1d 2260.0 1.38±0.31 2309.6 1.51±0.18 109.8 –

7d 719.7 1.38±0.23 848.9 1.40±0.16 20.5 –

12d 668.7 1.42±0.23 781.0 1.40±0.16 18.6 –

29d 562.7 1.46±0.24 658.1 1.40±0.16 15.8 –

Fig. 7 SDR map of JET octant 1 12 days after shutdown: isometric view of the sector (a) and horizontal cross section in correspondence of the detector’s
shelf (b). Red circle indicates the location of the shelf in both

In octant 1 C/E is close to 1 within few hours, then a general trend of increasing overestimation is observed at longer cooling
times upto ~ 50% for both ICsThe higher SDR at the location of the big IC in octant 1, with respect to the small IC, more visible
at longer cooling times after shutdown, is confirmed also by measurements and it can be explained as it is more exposed to the
radiation field coming from the plasma chamber through the equatorial port opening than the smaller IC. On the contrary, the SDR
is underestimated in octant 2, up to ~ 50%. Among the sources of the discrepancy there is certainly the inaccuracy of the geometry
model of JET, the incomplete knowledge of material impurities and the approximations introduced in the description of the neutron
irradiation history. In facts, to limit the computation time, the neutron irradiation is approximated as continuous daily at an equivalent
emission rate except for the last two days of DTE2, when neutron emission is modeled pulse by pulse. Moreover and in lack of
more accurate information from other diagnostics not available at the time of performing this preliminary assessment, the fraction
of neutrons at 14 MeV (produced by deuterium–tritium reactions) is considered constant and equal to the total neutron emission
measured by KN1 during the campaign. A more accurate irradiation history will be created on the basis of the careful analysis of
the neutron diagnostics data to determine the real 2.5 MeV neutron fraction coming from deuterium-deuterium reactions. Sources
of discrepancy will be investigated further in relation to the major contributors to the SDRand nuclear data associated to them.
In octant 1, Mn56 and Na24 are relevant at the short cooling times, i.e., up to 1 day, Ni57 up to few days, while Co58 becomes
increasingly predominant at the longer cooling times from 1 to 29 days. In octant 2 another relevant gamma emitter is Cu64, of
particular relevance in the first days after shutdown.
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In Fig. 7 an isometric view of octant 1 with the SDR 3D map (a) and a horizontal cross section at the height of the shelf housing the
two ICs (b) 12 days after shutdown are shown. The maps refer to the gamma ambient dose equivalent H*(10) [33] (the operational
quantity for assessing effective dose in area monitoring). Contour lines indicate a spatial range of 2 mSv/h to 0.4 mSv/h in the area
where the two ICs are located and it is evident the contribution coming from the equatorial port opening in the definition of the
ex-vessel radiation field.

5 Conclusions and future work

The dosimetry system installed in the JET Torus Hall has provided a large set of data for code benchmarking of SDR tools employed
for ITER since 2016, during DD, TT and the last DTE2 campaign. The less intense campaigns of the past (DD and TT) were
employed also to test, to improve and to adapt the system to the operating conditions expected during DTE2, both hardware and
software. The significant neutron fusion power produced during DTE2, allowed to reach dose rate level of interest for ITER. In
particular, the intervals measured in octant 1, i.e., about 100 µGy/h to 20 mGy/h, and in octant 2, i.e., about 4 µGy/h to about
1 mGy/h, are relevant both for ITER interspaces and port cells SDR analyzes.

Measurements were analyzed following dosimetry protocols (IAEA and AAPM), accounting for deviations of measuring condi-
tions with respect to the calibration laboratory and influence quantities which affect instrument reading. Experimental uncertainties
related to the SDR measurement were evaluated as 3.0%, 3.9%, 4.2%, respectively for dosimeters based on the small and big ICs in
octant 1 and the big IC in octant 2. PDF of air kerma rate is close to a Gaussian, the confidence probability associated to the standard
deviation being equal to 66, 64 and 66%, respectively.

A thorough benchmark of SDR tools against experimental data is planned in the near future, on the base of a selection of
experimental points from SDR measurements here presented and inputs prepared for radiation transport simulation with MCNP and
neutron activation calculations with FISPACT codes.
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